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Abstract. We investigated changes of postural responses to repeated bipolar galvanic vestibular stimulation on 5 consecutive days and once again after 3 months. Subjects consisted of 21 healthy volunteers. Except for the first day did the induced torque variance in response to galvanic vestibular stimulation not decrease within each test session, but there was a major reduction from day to day \( (p < 0.001) \) reflecting a continued processing of the postural experience gained during the stimulation. The decreased end level magnitude of postural responses after 5 days was retained after 3 months. The galvanic stimulation failed to induce larger torque variance compared to quiet stance toward the end of the 5 days as well as after 3 months, indicating a down-regulation of a repeated erroneous vestibular stimulation by the postural control system – i.e. sensory reweighting. This argues that a major adaptation effect to galvanic vestibular perturbation takes place after the exposure to the stimulation – similar to the concept of the consolidation process involved in motor learning. This should be considered when repeatedly assessing vestibular function both clinically and in studies. It implies that sensory training involved in rehabilitation from vestibular diseases/deficiencies should be executed with spaced intervals in order to procure more efficient learning processes and in the end, a better function.
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1. Introduction

The ability of the postural control system to adapt to changing constraints, formulate postural strategies and maintain the acquired abilities for later execution, is vital for the development of postural skills, as well as for the rehabilitation from any postural disturbance. Although the general treatment for postural difficulties and sensory loss constitutes of training exercises, the scientific basis is for this scarce and circumstantial. How often and long and with what intervals should postural rehabilitation training ideally be performed, are issues that need to be investigated.

Each of the sensory components of the postural control system can individually initiate a postural perturbation on application of external stimuli, which results in increased body-sway [1], e.g. the application of galvanic vestibular stimulation [2,3]. The net sum of bilateral galvanic stimulation (used in the present study) on stance signals a roll with a small yaw component towards the cathodal electrode [2]. This causes a change of postural sway towards the anodal side, laterally (right-left) sway when the head is facing forward [4, 5], and in the anteroposterior direction if the head is turned in the yaw-plane 90 degrees to either side [5,6]. Frequency analyses of induced body movements in response to galvanic stimulation have revealed that rapid \( (> 0.1 \text{ Hz}) \) corrective postural movements are the most coherent with the effect of the galvanic stimulation [7] and that visual cues reduce evoked body movements > 0.1 Hz [7–9] which is important to consider in order to correctly identify the effects of galvanic vestibular stimulation.
Postural control is maintained by both feedback [10] and feed-forward [11] mechanisms. Feedback control depends on sensory input (vision, vestibular and somatosensation) that are processed, integrated and weighted to their relative importance and context in the central nervous system (CNS) [12–14]. Feed-forward mechanisms involve the concept of “internal models”, whose output consists of preformed neuromuscular strategies that are activated in given situations, automatically or voluntarily (anticipated movements) or both in concert, according to previous postural experience. The dynamics of learning in postural control can be studied by investigating how induced postural sway changes over time. If the stimulation is applied for a long enough time-period, the induced responses diminish [1]. This reflects an adaptive process possibly due to a change of the relative impact or weighting that the affected sensory system has on the postural control system [12,15]. For example, when subjecting healthy subjects to a somatosensory perturbation repeatedly once a day during 5 consecutive days, the induced balance responses diminish during each test-session performed on each day but also from day to day [9,16]. This illustrates adaptation of postural responses when repeatedly exposed to the stimulus. These fast and more slow learning processes mimic how motor memories generally are formed; through consolidation of short-lasting into longer-lasting memories [17]. The concept of a consolidation process in motor memory formation is that the learnt skill is processed and modified by the appropriate neural structures, while not executing the skill itself [17]. Sleep is generally regarded as beneficial to the consolidation processes [18], and specifically during slow-wave sleep has it been shown that neuronal activities from preceding experience (or learning) are re-expressed in the hippocampus [19].

Adaptation of postural sway elicited by galvanic vestibular stimulation has been demonstrated in short-term perspective [7,20] to exhibit similar properties as responses to somatosensory adaptation [1]. Adaptation in a long-term perspective to repeated (5 times) mono-polar galvanic stimulation has been studied with the conclusion that most of the adaptation comes from being exposed to the stimulation the first time and there were no changes after the 2nd galvanic test [21].

In the present study we aimed to assess the importance of vestibular system on the process of postural short and long-term responses when the vestibular system was stimulated with repeated pulsatile bipolar galvanic stimulation initiating anteroposterior or lateral sway and the latter also with visual feedback, i.e. 3 conditions; head turned in yaw-plane 90 degrees with eyes closed and with the head facing forward eyes closed and open.

2. Material and methods

Galvanic vestibular stimulation was performed on 24 healthy volunteers. 1 subject (male) discontinued the trials on the cause of severe malaise, and 2 further subjects (both males) were excluded due to discomfort from the GVS. The age distribution of the remaining 21 subjects (8 male, 13 female) ranged from 17 to 41, mean 29 years. None of the subjects had previous experience of the experimental set up. None had any history of vertigo or central nervous disease, nor were on any form of medication, nor had consumed alcoholic beverages within 24 hours of any of the test occasions. The experiments were approved by the local ethical committee at Lund University Hospital and performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975.

2.1. Methods

The postural sway was recorded using a custom-made force-platform, developed at the Department of Solid Mechanics, Lund Institute of Technology, measuring the forces and torques actuated by the feet with 6 degrees of freedom. The data was sampled at 50 Hz by a computer equipped with an AD converter. The galvanic stimulation was applied on the mastoid processes through plates (3.5 × 4.5 cm) of carbon-based rubber glued in place with conductive glue. The electrical signal was alternating bipolar between ±1 mA. The stimulation of galvanic vestibular stimulation was executed according to a computer controlled pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) schedule [22] of alternating bipolar galvanic stimulation for 200 seconds. The PRBS schedule composed of stimulation shift periods with random duration between 0.8–6.4 seconds, which yielded an effective bandwidth of the test stimulus in the region of 0.1–2.5 Hz. Thus, the designated square waved PRBS stimuli covered a broad power spectrum and the randomized stimulation reduced the opportunity to make anticipative and pre-emptive adjustments [1].

2.2. Procedure

Tests were conducted on 5 consecutive days and once again approximately 3 months later. During tests were subjects instructed to stand erect on the platform but not
at attention, with their arms crossed over the chest and feet at an angle of about 30 degrees open to the front and heels 3 cm apart. Each test consisted of 2 conditions; ‘Head forward-eyes closed’ and ‘Head forward-eyes open’, the order of visual condition was randomized and maintained on the consecutive test-days. For 12 of the subjects each test held an additional condition; ‘Head turned-eyes closed’ (active head positioning approximately 90 degrees (yaw-plane) to preferred side [6]). The ‘Head turned-eyes closed’ condition was performed last on all days.

With eyes open the subjects fixated on a mark on the wall 1.5 m away. Each test in each condition lasted for 230 seconds, an initial 30 seconds of quiet stance and then 200 seconds of stimulation.

2.3. Data analysis

Torque variance was analyzed in the plane where the stimulus was most dominant, i.e. lateral (right-left) direction when the head was facing forward and the antero-posterior direction when the head was turned to the side [5,6]. In the data analysis, the variance of body sway was divided into three categories, viz. total, low frequency (< 0.10 Hz), and high frequency (> 0.10 Hz). A fifth-order digital Finite duration Impulse Response (FIR) filter [23], with filter components selected to avoid aliasing was used for spectral separation. The frequency cut-off level of 0.1 Hz was based on Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) analysis of the sway composition under eyes closed and eyes open conditions [24]. The frequency limit at 0.1 Hz was also based upon empirical tests on recorded body sway, which have shown that this frequency limit is efficient when separating between fast corrective movements to maintain balance, and the smooth corrective changes in the overall stance. Regression analysis of the torque variance showed dependence to the test subjects’ squared weight and height, so the data were therefore normalized by squared weight and squared height.

Postural stability while standing is commonly analyzed using force platforms and the movements of the centre of pressure (CoP), i.e., the point of application of the ground reaction force. We measured torque and analyzed the variance of the torque values. Torque correspond to Centre of Pressure (CoP); torque $\tau$ is calculated from the formula $\tau = \text{CoP} \cdot Fz$; where $Fz \approx m \cdot g$; where $m =$ the assessed subject’s mass (in kg) and $g =$ gravitational constant 9.81 (in meter/s$^2$). Hence, changes in recorded torque are equivalent to changes in CoP [25]. The formula for variance is given by:

$$\bar{\tau} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \tau(i)$$

$$\text{var}\tau = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\tau(i) - \bar{\tau})^2$$

$i =$ sample, $n =$ number of samples recorded during an analyzed period.

One benefit with presenting torque variance values is that the calculated value corresponds directly with the energy used towards the support surface to maintain stability [26].

Values were obtained for five periods during the test: the quiet stance period (0–30 seconds) before stimulation was applied, and from four periods (I–IV) during the stimulation (30–80, 80–130, 130–180, and 180–230 seconds, respectively). The effects of period, day, vision, and their interactions on recorded data were analyzed using a GLM univariate ANOVA (General Linear Model univariate Analysis of Variance) [27] test on log-transformed values. The accuracy of the GLM model was evaluated by testing whether the GLM model residuals provided by the statistical software (SPSS ver 17), were distributed normally. Analyses showed that normal GLM model residuals were better ensured if the torque variance data analysed by GLM model data were log-transformed prior to the analysis. This procedure was subsequently used in all GLM analyses.

In the GLM analysis, p-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Since GLM analyses presume linear correlations, and adaptation could be non-linear, we also applied post-hoc non-parametric analyses. Wilcoxon non-parametric test [27] was used for 4 comparisons; on each day between quiet stance and stimulation period I, between period 1 and 2, and period 1 and 4. Also period 1 and 4 across day 1, 5 and after 3 months was compared according to Wilcoxon. Non-parametric statistics were used since the obtained values were not normally distributed even after logarithmic transformation. P-values less than 0.013 were considered statistically significant in the Wilcoxon analysis, corrected according to the Bonferroni factor [27].

3. Results

3.1. Induced anteroposterior sway ‘head turned-eyes closed’

Torque variance values for this condition are presented in Fig. 2.
The galvanic perturbation resulted in an increased torque variance on almost all days in total and high frequency range, except for the 2nd and 4th day total and 3rd day high frequency (Fig. 2). The galvanic perturbation did not induce increased sway in low frequency range until the 5th day \((p = 0.007)\), and also after 3 months \((p = 0.009)\) (Fig. 2).

According to GLM ANOVA analysis, there were no significant differences of induced torque variance between the periods (during the test) at any frequency, however post-hoc analysis demonstrated a significant reduction of induced torque variance between 1st period and 2nd on the 1st day total torque variance \((0.003)\), and on the 1st and 2nd day high frequency range (Fig. 2). There were also significant reductions between the 1st and 4th period on the 2nd day in total and high frequency range (Fig. 2). No differences in the amount of induced torque variance could be discerned in low frequency range.

According to GLM ANOVA analysis, there was significant reduction of torque variance from day to day in the high frequency range \((p < 0.001)\), but not in total or low frequency range (Table 1). Post-hoc Wilcoxon analysis demonstrated significant reductions of induced torque variance between the 1st and 5th day in high frequency range (period 1 \(p = 0.002\) and period 3 \(p = 0.007\)) (Fig. 2). There were no statistical significant differences in total and low frequency range between day 1 and 5.

There were no statistical significant differences in any frequency range of induced torque variance between the 5th and 90th day.

### 3.2. Induced lateral sway ‘head forward-eyes closed’

Torque variance values for this condition are presented in Fig. 3.

The galvanic perturbation resulted in increased torque variance in total and low frequency range on the 1st and 4th day, and in high frequency range on the 1st day (Fig. 3).

According to GLM ANOVA analysis, there were no significant differences of induced torque variance between the periods (during the test) at any frequency, however post-hoc analysis demonstrated a significant reduction of induced torque variance between the 1st period and 2nd period \((p < 0.001)\) and between the 1st and 4th period \((p = 0.008)\) in total range on the 1st day (Fig. 3). No significant reductions of torque variance were found on any other day or frequency range.

According to GLM ANOVA analysis, there was significant reduction of torque variance from day to day in total and high frequency range \((p < 0.001)\). Post-hoc Wilcoxon analysis demonstrated significant reductions of induced torque variance between the 1st and 5th day as is depicted in Fig. 3, predominantly in total and high frequency range (Fig. 3).

There was an increase in torque variance between the 5th and 90th day period 2 \((p = 0.006)\) (Fig. 3).

### 3.3. Induced lateral sway ‘head forward-eyes open’

Torque variance values for this condition are presented in Fig. 4.

The galvanic perturbation resulted in increased torque variance in total and high frequency range on the 1st and 2nd day. The galvanic perturbation did not induce increased sway in low frequency range on any day (Fig. 4).

According to the GLM ANOVA analysis (Table 1) there were no significant differences of induced torque variance between the periods (during the test) at any frequency, however post-hoc analysis demonstrated a significant increase of total torque variance between the 1st and 4th period on the 5th day (Fig. 4). No significant difference of torque variance could be demonstrated between the 1st and 2nd period any day or frequency range.

According to GLM ANOVA analysis, there was significant reduction of torque variance from day to day in total and high frequency range \((p < 0.001)\) (Table 1). Post-hoc Wilcoxon analysis demonstrated significant reductions of induced torque variance between the 1st and 5th day as is depicted in Fig. 4, in total and high frequency range (Fig. 4).

There were no statistical significant differences in any frequency range of induced torque variance between the 5th and 90th day.

### 3.4. Effect of visual cues

The induced torque variance differed between the visual conditions in low frequency range (Figs 1 and 2) with higher amplitudes with eyes open than closed \((p < 0.05)\). This is not obvious from the figures but becomes apparent when examining the individual data. The effect of vision on the level of induced torque variance in total and high frequency range could not be distinguished in the GLM ANOVA analysis (Table 2).

No interactions between vision and the variables ‘Day’ and ‘Period’ could be found with GLM ANOVA.
Table 1

Adaptation to galvanic vestibular stimulation according to ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test condition</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Period/Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Head turned-eyes closed’</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Head forward – eyes closed’</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Head forward-eyes open’</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of the consecutive period (Period), consecutive day (Day), and their interactions on recorded lateral torque variance analyzed using a GLM univariate ANOVA (General Linear Model univariate Analysis of Variance) test on log-transformed values.

Table 2

Vision and Adaptation according to ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Vision</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Day/Vision</th>
<th>Period/Day/Vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 0.1 Hz</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table only refer to data presented in Figs 3 and 4 (i.e. head forward eyes closed/open). Effects of the consecutive period (Period), consecutive day (Day), vision (Eyes closed, Eyes open), and their interactions on recorded lateral torque variance analyzed using a GLM univariate ANOVA (General Linear Model univariate Analysis of Variance) test on log-transformed values.

4. Discussion

4.1. Short-term adaptation

Most of the adaptation of induced responses in ‘Head forward’ condition both visual conditions seemed to occur already at the 1st day between the 1st and subsequent periods. In the further tests the seeming lack of a decrease of torque values during a test was surprising, as it contrasts to previous studies on adaptation to GVS [7,20]. Subjects tended to increase the induced torque variance toward the end of each test in all 3 conditions, which possibly could be ascribed fatigue due to our protocol with long stimulation periods (200s). It is possible that shorter test-protocols would yield significant short-term reductions of induced torque variance for all test conditions. It should be noted however that somatosensory perturbation of subjects of the same duration does not yield any distinguishable fatiguing effects [9], and it is rare that healthy subjects discontinue the trials due to discomfort when the somatosensory system is perturbed. It seems as if galvanic vestibular stimulation induces more discomfort than somatosensory stimulation, although the latter induces more movement, up to 10 times the level of torque variance.

Galvanic vestibular stimulation induce a sensory mismatch between vestibular and visual cues [28] and perhaps also otolith canal mismatch [29]. This was evident for our series where 3 subjects had to discontinue the tests of such symptoms. Motion sickness is well known to reduce alertness also when there are no overt symptoms [30]. Reduced alertness may per se affect postural control as may the sensory mismatch [25]. This may explain an increased sway at the end of the long stimulation periods and hence either conceal or reverse any adaptation.

Bipedal stance is more stable in the lateral than in the anteroposterior plane which could account for the apparent stability of induced torque during each test. However the head turned condition, which ensured greater torque values through anteroposterior body sway, displayed also hardly any decreases of induced torque between the periods during each test.

4.2. Long-term adaptation

The decrease of total and high frequency torque variance in ‘Head forward’ both visual conditions were highly significant between the tests, signifying a learning from the experience the previous day, whether the acquired ability constitutes of a disregard to misleading stimulus or a continuing adjustment of postural movements in response to the perturbing stimulus [9]. The decrease were the same whether visual cues were available or not and most prominent in the high frequency
range, consistent with the known effect of the stimulus on body movements [7]. Although the galvanic perturbation yielded hardly any increase of torque variance compared to quiet stance (‘Head forward’ conditions) were the body adjustments adjusted and reduced from
day to day basis. It is not probable that this is an effect that can be attributed to just standing on the force-
platform since quiet stance values did not vary signifi-
cantly in any frequency range between the days, which
is in accordance with previous studies with repeated
posturography measurements [9,31].

In the ‘Head turned-eyes closed’ condition could sig-
nificant reduction of induced torque variance only be
demonstrated in high frequency range but not in the
total (Table 1). This appears to be due to a concomi-
tant increase in low frequency movements although not
reaching statistical significance. Galvanic stimulation
did not induce higher torque than quiet stance in the
low frequency range until the 5th day (Fig. 2). This
is an interesting finding since it suggests that the pos-
tural strategy to withstand galvanic vestibular pertur-
bation shifts from fast corrective movements to slow
alterations of stance.

Balter et al. [21] analyzed adaptation to mono-polar
galvanic stimulation on several test-occasions with dif-
ferent time-intervals and concluded that there were only
differences in the results between the first and sec-
ond test-occasion irrespective of interval. Also in the
present study a large part of torque reduction takes place
between the first two test-occasions, however the reduc-
tion between the 1st and 2nd day would not suffice to
yield significant values to the ‘day’ variable in the GLM
ANOVA analysis, and the Figs 1–3 show a continuing
reduction of torque variance from day to day in the high
frequency range. The effects of the galvanic stimula-
ton torque compared to quiet stance decreased from
the first day onwards to reach non-significant levels on
day 3-4 for condition eyes closed and open, suggest-
ing that the stimulation was insufficient to yield even a
postural disturbance toward the end of the 5 days. This
must be considered if the method of GVS is used to
repeatedly evaluate the patency of patients’ vestibular
system.

4.3. Retrieval after 3 months

The ability to respond to galvanic stimulation with
low torque variance levels was preserved over 3 months
in the high frequency range in all 3 conditions (Figs 2–
4). The postural responses in the total frequency range
seem also to be well retrieved in ‘Head forward’ both
visual conditions but not in ‘Head turned-eyes closed’.
‘Head turned-eyes closed’ seemed to induce an in-
crease of low frequency movements over the days,
Fig. 2. Mean and standard error of mean (SEM) of elicited torque in anteroposterior direction for ‘Head turned-eyes closed’, for total, low and high frequency range. Black bars indicate the quiet stance periods (0–30 s). Dark grey bars indicate the individual periods of galvanic stimulation I–IV (30–80, 80–130, 130–180, and 180–230 s). Light transparent grey bars indicate the mean of all the periods of stimulation on each day. Please note the higher level of torque variance compared to that demonstrated in Figs 3 and 4. The annotation above the graphs shows the statistical comparison between the periods of galvanic stimulation between day 1 and 5, and day 5 and 90. Significant values are shown in bold, but also those that fell out due to Bonferroni correction. The annotation below the graphs statistics shows the statistical comparison between the period of quiet stance and galvanic period 1, between galvanic period 1 and 2, and between period 1 and 4 Significant values according to Bonferroni are in bold.
Fig. 3. Mean and standard error of mean (SEM) of elicited torque in lateral direction during ‘Head forward-eyes closed’, for total, low and high frequency range. Black bars indicate the quiet stance periods (0–30 s). Dark grey bars indicate the individual periods of galvanic stimulation 1–4 (30–80, 80–130, 130–180, and 180–230 s). Light transparent grey bars indicate the mean of all the periods of stimulation on each day. The annotation above the graphs shows the statistical comparison between the periods of galvanic stimulation between day 1 and 5, and day 5 and 90. Significant values are shown in bold, but also those that fell out due to Bonferroni correction. The annotation below the graphs statistics shows the statistical comparison between the period of quiet stance and galvanic period 1, between galvanic period 1 and 2, and between period 1 and 4. Significant values according to Bonferroni are in bold.
Fig. 4. Mean and standard error of mean (SEM) of elicited torque in lateral direction ‘Head forward-eyes open’, for total, low and high frequency range. Black bars indicate the quiet stance periods (0–30 s). Dark grey bars indicate the individual periods of galvanic stimulation I–IV (30–80, 80–130, 130–180, and 180–230 s). Light transparent grey bars indicate the mean of all the periods of stimulation on each day. The annotation above the graphs shows the statistical comparison between the periods of galvanic stimulation between day 1 and 5, and day 5 and 90. Significant values are shown in bold, but also those that fell out due to Bonferroni correction. The annotation below the graphs statistics shows the statistical comparison between the period of quiet stance and galvanic period 1, between galvanic period 1 and 2, and between period 1 and 4 Significant values according to Bonferroni are in bold.
which would explain some of the total torque values and the ‘low frequency strategy’ was also interestingly preserved over 3 months as the stimulation yielded increased torque compared to quiet stance.

The results suggest that short-term adaptation in this stimulation-protocol is limited. It seems as if the responses to galvanic perturbation after a short time of stimulation (1st period 1st day) reach a level where further exposure is of no or little benefit to enhance the ability to withstand the perturbation. Furthermore, it seems as if the experience from the stimulation is advantageous when exposed to the stimulation at another time (in our case days). This argues that there is an adaptation effect to galvanic vestibular perturbation that takes place after the exposure — similar to the concept of the consolidation process involved in motor learning [32]. The process of consolidation to responses to galvanic vestibular stimulation seemed to be strong enough to preserve the responses at least up to 3 months, thus indicating formation of long-term memory.

It is interesting to note that the postural adaptation to a vestibular perturbation differ compared to the adaptation to somatosensory perturbations, in which there are both short and long-term adaptive processes [9]. It is unclear why the adaptation should differ since they both carry a necessity for the postural control system to adapt. One may speculate that vestibular information is of such importance, from an evolutionary perspective, that no further depression is allowed, and that we only see the first part of the adaptive process, which might be an immediate sensory reweighting.

It is also of interest that galvanic stimulation induced a change of postural strategy in ‘Head turned-eyes closed’ condition. Although the torque variance differences were not significant in low frequency, the data certainly suggest a change from decreasing high to increasing low frequency movements as the test progressed through the days, i.e. a new postural strategy. This indicates that the process of adaptation to galvanic vestibular stimulation does indeed correspond to a continuing adjustment of postural movements in response to the perturbing stimulus and not only in resolving a sensory conflict. The same postural strategy appeared to be present after 3 months, which suggests that the strategy consists of a consolidated changed response to galvanic vestibular stimulation and as such constituting an internal model used in feed-forward control postural responses.

The fact that galvanic stimulation failed to induce higher torque levels toward the end of the 5 days as well as after 3 months in ‘Head forward’ both visual conditions, indicate that by repeating the vestibular stimulation it becomes ignored by the postural control system — a sensory reweighting. The concept of sensory reweighting is widely accepted although rarely demonstrated experimentally.

The results suggest that the consolidation process of responses to vestibular perturbations is most effective and this should be considered when assessing vestibular function repeatedly in the lateral plane, as well as when designing studies involving repeated galvanic vestibular stimulation. It may be further suggested that sensory training involved in rehabilitation from vestibular diseases/deficiencies should be executed with spaced intervals rather than mass-training in order to procure more efficient learning processes [33,34].
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